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CLUB OBJECTIVES 

(a) To encourage members to perfect, by selective breeding, 
physically and temperamentally sound Irish Water 
Spaniels; to do all possible to promote their natural 
abilities & qualities; 

(b) To encourage the organization of independent local IWS 
clubs in the localities where there are sufficient IWS 
fanciers to meet the requirements of the American 
Kennel Club;  

(c) To urge members & breeders to accept the standard of 
the breed as approved by AKC as the only standard of 
excellence by which IWS shall be judged;  

(d) To do all in its power to protect and advance the interest 

in the breed by encouraging sportsmanlike competition at 
dog shows, field trials, obedience trials and tracking tests; 
to do all possible to further the use of the Irish Water 
Spaniel as a hunting dog;  

(e) To conduct sanctioned matches, specialties, field and 

obedience trials and tracking tests under the rules and 
regulations of the American Kennel Club. 

MEMBERSHIP 

Is open to all who are in good standing with the American 
Kennel Club and subscribe to the purposes of the Irish 
Water Spaniel Club of America. Please submit completed 
application form to the Membership Chair with dues 
payment for the current year. 
 
Dues: Checks payable to IWSCA (payable in U.S. funds)  
 
Individual membership $25 
 
Household membership $40  
 
Overseas: Same as above but please include additional 
$20 to cover international shipping surcharges 
 
Send application with check, payable in U.S. funds, to: 
 
Kim Kezer 
86 High Street 
Amesbury, MA 01913 USA 
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By Jack McDaniel 

Our National Specialty is only a couple of months 
away and I hope you are all making plans to 
attend or at least support it. The Specialty 
Committee has been burning the midnight oil and 
has put together a “Really Big Show.” It is 
amazing how much work and planning goes into 
making a Specialty “Special.” The work starts at 
least two years ahead of the date at a minimum. 
So when you get a chance, be sure to thank 
Greg Johnson, this year’s Chairman, and all of 
the committee members helping him. Hope to 
see you there. 

Along with our dog agenda items, we also have 
our annual meeting. This year the board set the 
election of officers to occur prior to the Specialty 
(May 1

st
) so that all of the politicking is over and 

done with and we can have a meeting without 
worrying about counting ballots.  

Since we will have a ballot with more than one 
candidate for at least one board position this 
year, the “League of Voters” has stepped up 
again to aid you in your decision making. This 
will be conducted on the Yahoo Rattails list. I 
encourage you to submit questions of the 
candidates and read the answers before casting 
a vote. It is a good way to find out about them. 
Thanks to everyone who has put their name up 
for consideration—you are to be congratulated. It 
is reassuring to know that there is so much 
interest in serving our club and our wonderful 
breed. 

We have several items that should be completed 
and submitted for your review by the Specialty. 
The Code of Ethics, By-Law changes, WCU/
WCUX and the Illustrated Standard are nearly 
ready to be released. These are major items that 
will affect our club for many years and all of us 
need to look them over very closely and give 
feedback. 

It was really great to see such a large contingent 

of dogs at the Westminster Dog Show. They all 

looked great and did our breed proud. This 

makes three years in row that an IWS has placed 

in the Sporting Group. 

 

President’s Message 

March-April 2012 

Thanks to all— 
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By Susan Anderson 

Secretary’s Report 

All approved Board Meeting Minutes are published in the file section of the Rattails Yahoo List. If 
additional Club information or historical record is needed, this space will be used. 

March-April Cover Dog 

In September, 2009, at 7 weeks old Riley was sold to Tom and Bethany Urban and their 7 year old 
daughter, Madeline, as a "family pet." Riley was the 8

th
 and smallest puppy born in the litter and was 

soon affectionately known as the “peach pit.” Bethany had grown up with two Irish Water Spaniels and 
wanted her daughter to also have the pleasure of growing up with one. Colleen was not inclined to sell 
them a puppy, but with persistence and continual puppy visits, Madeline soon won Colleen over. As 
Riley grew, Colleen asked them to consider showing her. With the assistance of Colleen and other 
members of the local Irish Water Spaniel club, Riley soon became a champion. Riley has now grown 
from the “peach pit” to a “cobber a la mode!” 

In August, 2011 Greg Siner came to Seattle to attend the IWSCOPS Specialty show. Upon arriving at 
Jack and Colleen’s, he immediately spotted an IWS that quickly sparked his interest. As soon as he was 
informed who this dog was, he remembered seeing her at six months and knew then that there was 
something special about her.  

Bethany always felt that Riley needed the chance to blossom and was determined to have Greg take 
notice of her. Well, that didn’t take long. It was love at first sight! With a few positive words from Jack 
saying it would be great to see Greg back in the ring, everyone agreed that this would be a wonderful 
opportunity for Riley.  

In less than two weeks Riley aka Riri was on a plane leaving Seattle for an adventure of a life time to 
New Jersey to prove that she has what it takes to be a show girl. 

AND THAT SHE IS………. 

In less than six months Riley has become………. 

 Best in Show Winner 

 Multiple Group Winner 

 Multiple IWSCA Supported Entry Winner 

 Westminster Kennel Club Best of Breed Winner 

 Westminster Kennel Club Sporting Group Fourth 

Owned By: Bred By: Owned/Handled By: 
Tom and Bethany Urban Colleen McDaniel Greg Siner 
Issaquah, WA Stacy Duncan Poole's Ide Irish Water Spaniels 

 

 

—Bethany Urban 
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By Sharon Moreland 

2010 IWSCA Health Survey—Allergies 

First Look 

How many IWS have allergies? 

In the first of our articles, the Top Ten, we listed types of allergies separately. For North American (NA) 

IWS, we reported that food allergies were 8% of all dogs and contact allergies 5%. When all allergies 

are combined, we find that 16% of all NA IWS have some sort of allergy. Had all allergies been 

combined for calculating the Top Ten, they would have been the second most prevalent condition after 

cancer/tumors. This also is true for United Kingdom (UK) IWS and European countries (Eu) IWS. 

Figure 1 % of IWS Population With Allergies 

For UK IWS, 8% had allergies. In Europe, Eu, 
11% of all dogs had allergies, and in the other 
geographic areas there were 25% of dogs with 
allergies. The numbers for both Europe and the 
other geographic areas was quite small so those 
percentages might not be an accurate 
representation of the true rate of allergy. 

The difference between the rate in the UK, at 

about 8%, and the rate in NA, at about 16%, is 

interesting. Both groups had fairly large sample 

size, so these appear to be reliable statistics. It 

would be of interest to know if this difference is a 

true difference in allergy rates or a difference in 

diagnosis; unfortunately, this Survey does not 

provide the kind of data necessary to understand 

this question. 

What Types of Allergies Do IWS Have? 

Many health surveys of pure-bred dogs do not 

include a specific allergy section, so it is difficult 

to compare our Survey results with those of other 

breeds. We found a few breed surveys that 

report allergies as a percent of all dogs in their 

surveys. In Table 1, we show the allergy types in 

NA IWS, UK IWS, and show the statistics for 

three other breeds that have some of the same 

information. English Cocker Spaniels appear to 

have significantly less allergies than NA IWS, 

and about the same as UK IWS. Portuguese 

Water Dogs and Irish Setters seem comparable 

to our NA IWS; they have more allergies than UK 

IWS. Again atopic dermatitis was not reported, so 

perhaps is not a problem in those breeds. 
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2010 IWSCA Health Survey—Allergies—continued 

Table 1. 
% of Total dogs 

NA IWS 2010 
IWSCA Survey 

UK IWS 2010 
IWSCA Survey 

U.S. Portuguese Water 
Dog 2005 Survey 

U.S. Irish Setter 
2003 Survey 

U.S. English Cocker 
2002 Survey 

Food Allergies 7.7% 4.2% 6.2% 6.4% -- 

Contact Allergies 5.1% 2.8% 4.9% Not reported -- 

Atopic Dermatitis 3.8% 1.9% Not reported Not reported -- 

Inhalant Allergies 2.0% 0% 3.4% 4.6% -- 

Other Allergies 1.8% mostly fleas 0% 2.0% 5.3 %  fleas -- 

Total % allergic dogs 
in whole population 

15.6% 7.9% Not reported 15.8% 4.16% 

Another Way to Look at Types of Allergies 

Another way to look at allergies is to compare the relative proportions of various types of allergies in 
each population of allergic dogs. Figure 2 shows how the various types are distributed among the 
allergic dogs in our Survey. The percentages sum to greater than 100% because some dogs have 
more than one allergy type. The UK and NA have by far the greatest number of dogs represented, and 
therefore are the most likely to represent the true distribution of allergy types. Both NA and UK dogs 
have somewhat similar distribution of allergies with food allergies dominating.  

Contact allergies are the second most frequent allergy, and atopic dermatitis is the third most common 

type. Inhalant allergies were only identified in NA IWS. “Other” allergies were for the greater part 

allergies to fleas. 

Figure 2 Distribution of Allergies Among Allergic Dogs 
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2010 IWSCA Health Survey—Allergies—continued 

We found some comparable statistics in a 1998-99 survey done by the Golden Retriever Club of 
America (Glickman, Glickman and Thorpe, 1999) that shows the distribution of allergies among 
allergic Goldens. We had to transform some of the data to make it equivalent to ours since the Golden 
survey combined drug reactions with allergies, and we did not. When transformed, the results are 
shown in the top bar of Figure 2. Flea allergies dominated, while food and contact allergies were 
relatively less important. Their survey did not report incidents of atopic dermatitis, but it is not clear if 
that question was asked of their survey responders. The distribution of allergies in the allergic 
population of U.S. Goldens is very different from that of all IWS.  

Does Gender Play a Role in Allergies? 

In humans there is a gender difference in the prevalence of allergies. A review of 4,744 studies on 
allergies in humans found that males have more allergies as children, and females have more 
allergies as adults (Kelley and Gangur, 2009).  

Table 2 shows the gender distribution of our Survey population. Males were 46% of all the IWS in the 

Survey. However they were 57% of the allergic dogs in the Survey. This difference is statistically 

significant; therefore, it appears that males have slightly more allergies than females. 

What is the Age of Onset of Allergies? 

Little is definitely known about the development of 
allergies in dogs and the contribution of genetics and 
environment to that development. However, some 
allergies show different patterns of development. In 
Figure 3, we have plotted the cumulative percent of 

each of our four types of allergies by the age of onset. It appears that atopic dermatitis, inhalant 
allergies and food allergies have similar patterns of onset, while contact allergies seem to have a 
somewhat different pattern. This differnce may indicate a different causation of these allergies.  

While early onset guarantees a less than ideal outlook for the dog, it can be an advantage to a breeder 

concerned with allergies. By the age of three, most allergies will be obvious, and so allergic dogs could 

be eliminated from a breeding program. 

Figure 3 Cumulative Percent Allergies by Age of Onset 

Table 2 Males Females 

Allergic 
Dogs 

57% (63) 43% (47) 

All Dogs 46% (376) 54% (442) 
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2010 IWSCA Health Survey—Allergies—continued 

What Other Conditions Are Associated With 

Allergies? 

We tested three conditions to see if there were 
any associations with allergies. An association 
does not necessarily mean a cause but could 
also show that two conditons have another, 
unknown, cause. We tested ear infections, 
hypothyroidism, and seizures to see if they were 
associated with allergic conditon in our Survey 
IWS. Table 3 show the percent of dogs with each 
conditon. We tested the NA population and the 
UK population and then summed all the dogs in 
our Survey. 

The NA and UK populations of allergic dogs had 
significantly more ear infections than the non-
allergic dogs. This difference was also true when 
the records of all dogs were examined. This 
result was expected since ear infections are 
commonly associated with allergies in many 
breeds. 

For our measure of hypothyroidism we did not 
use presence of autoimmune thyroiditis, the 
genetic form of thyroid disease. Instead we used 
the fact that dogs had been diagnosed as 
hypothyroid which can arise from many 
conditions as well as genetic ones. Apparently, 
allergic NA dogs are prescribed such 
medications much more frequently than non-
allergic dogs. This is not the case with UK dogs 
although the numbers for UK dogs that are 
hypothyroid are very low.  

For both NA and UK populations, and for all 

dogs, incidence of seizures are also associated 

with allergic dogs. It is known, in a general way, 

that toxins can produce seizures, and so it is 

reasonable to assume that an allergen could 

also. However, a preliminary review of the 

literature has not shown us any studies on this 

subject; therefore, at this time, we cannot say 

whether this is an expected result. 

Table 3 Ear Infections Hypothyroid Seizures 

NA Allgeric Dogs 38.0% 12.7% 15.2% 

NA Non-AllgericDogs   9.8%   1.4%   8.9% 

        

UK Allgeric Dogs 17.7% 0 17.7% 

UK Non-Allgeric Dogs   6.6%   2.0%   6.6% 

        

All Allgeric Dogs 13.8% 11.9% 14.7% 

All Non Allgeric Dogs   8.6%   3.0%   8.0% 

The Causes and Diagnosis of Food Allergies 

Food allergies comprised about half of the allergies reported from both North America and the United 

Kingdom. Diagnosis of allergies is a very controversial subject. American College of Veterinary 

Dermatology Task Force on Atopic Dermatitis has produced a number of papers on the subject. In one 

paper on the efficacy of blood tsts, they concluded that the methodology of serum (blood) tests varies 

by laboratory. Few studies have evaluated the performance of these tests. Inter-laboratory 

standardization and quality control are inadequate (DeBoer and Hillier, 2001). In another paper in the 

series, patch testing and serum testing was evaluated on dogs whose food allergies had been 

definitively diagnosed by elimination diets. Patch testing showed positive specificity of 63% and serum 

testing positive specificity of 83% (Bethlehem et al, 2012). 
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2010 IWSCA Health Survey—Allergies—continued 

Table 4 shows how food allergies were 

diagnosed in our Survey population. The 

numbers sum to more than 100% since some 

dogs had several types of tests performed. The 

major difference between diagnosis in UK and 

that in NA is in blood tests. In the UK, blood tests 

seem to be used three times more frequently 

than in NA. Of fifty-five dogs reported with food 

allergies, only about half had done a food 

elimination protocol—the hallmark procedure for 

identifying the sources of food allergies. 

Table 5 lists the reported sources of food 

allergies (single reports not listed). Not all of 

these causes were reported from dogs that had 

done a food elimination protocol. Interestingly, 

there was only one report of allergy to corn, 

although corn is often thought of as a common 

source of food allergy. 

Further Work 

This is the last of the First Look Series. We hope 

you have found these first glances at our 2010 

Survey interesting and perhaps even valuable. In 

the next few months we will continue to analyze 

the data and write a full report on the findings of 

the Survey. If you have questions or particular 

interests, we encourage you to contact the Health 

and Genetics Committee so that we can include 

your concerns in the final report. 

1. Sex Disparity in Food Allergy: Evidence from the PubMed 
Database. Caleb Kelley and Venu Gangur. Journal of Allergy 
Volume 2009. 

2. ACVD task force on canine atopic dermatitis (XVI) 
laboratory: Evaluation of dogs with atopic dermatitis with 
serum-based “allergy” testing. DJ DeBoer and A Hillier. 
Veterinary Immunology and Immunopathology 20 Sept 2001. 

3. Patch testing and allergen-specific serum IgE and IgG 
antibodies in the diagnosis of canine adverse food reactions. 
Simone Bethlehem, Jennifer Bexley, Ralf Mueller. Veterinary 
Immunology and Immunipathology 12 January 2012. 

By Sharon Moreland for the Health and 
Genetics Committee, Laurel Baglia, Chair 

Table 4 
Food Allergy Diagnoses 

NA (39) UK (9) 

Skin Tests 13% 11% 

Blood Tests 15% 44% 

Observation 56% 56% 

Food Elimination 46% 56% 

Table 5 
Sources of Food Allergies 

Number of 
Reports 

Meat   

   Chicken 15 

   Beef  5 

   Pork  3 

   Fish  2 

Grains   

   All grains  7 

   Wheat  6 

   Barley  3 

Other   

   Food mites  2 

   Soy/Soya  2 
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By Stacy Duncan 

The Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake 

An Experience Not Soon Forgotten 

S itting at home in late December and 
thinking about the pending difficulties that 

the January shows always present (8 shows in 9 
days in two different locations) is a lot to wrap 
one’s head around, when I was distracted by a 
*ding* on the iPad signifying the arrival of a new 
email. There sat a message from Colleen 
McDaniel with the title “Breeder’s Stake.” A 
couple of weeks before, we had talked about 
possibly entering the Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake 
at the Rose City Classic Cluster of shows in 
Portland, but it had completely slipped my mind. 
I wasn’t sure which dogs we should use and if 
any of the puppies that had just turned 10 
months would be ready for something like the 
Breeder’s Stake.  

After some additional encouragement, I 
submitted an entry that included just Annah (BIS/
BISS Am. GCH. Can. CH. Whistlestop’s Fire & 
Ice) with the other two dogs names left blank. I 
had not seen many of the puppies from the litter 
Colleen, Greg Siner and I co-bred in some time 
and I wasn’t confident in picking the balance of 
the trio until I had that opportunity. Selecting the 
other two dogs was going to have to wait until I 
got a chance to see the potential participants in 
the ring at the Puyallup shows the weekend 
before the Breeder’s Stake. 

A bit of background on the Eukanuba Breeder’s 
Stake taken from the Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake 
Website (www.breedsmartpartners.com/
stakes.do): 

The Eukanuba Breeder’s Stakes was created to honor a 
group of unsung heroes - the purebred dog breeders - 
the Eukanuba Breeder’s Stakes are a series of regional 
stakes held around the country. It is our way of 
recognizing the best--of-the-best of your elite group. It's 
only fitting that event exists to honor the legacy you 
have created.  

The Eukanuba Breeder's Stakes has been designed to 
evaluate an overall breeding program. Respected expert 
breeders will evaluate the breeder's ability to 
consistently produce superior dogs of uniform type and 
conformation.  

It’s a unique process where a breeder enters a 
trio of their breeding stock with the breeder 

showing the first dog in the trio. The breeder 
must be a Breeder of Record for all three 
exhibits but not necessarily an owner. Each 
exhibit in the trio must be at least six months old, 
and most importantly, the trio must be comprised 
of at least two different litters. Judging starts at 
the group level. In other words, all of the 
Sporting trios are judged together, which means 
that you can have multiple trios of the same 
breed being judged in the group. For instance, 
there were two sets each of English Springer 
Spaniels and Labrador Retrievers that 
participated in the Breeder’s Stake Sporting 
Group in Portland. The trio is judged as a group. 
The three dogs are stacked in a line for exam, 
each is examined, and the trio goes down and 
back side-by-side and around the ring together 
in a line. The judge is looking at the breeding 
program as a whole, not the individual dogs.  

Judges do not have to be licensed AKC judges. 
They are recognized breeders and/or AKC 
judges with a long-term commitment to the sport 
of purebred dogs. 

As I watched the entry of IWS at Puyallup, it 
became clear the trio that Colleen and I would 
put forth was going to be ruled by girls! After 
very little discussion between Colleen and me, 
the paperwork was completed to include Ivy 
(CH. Whistlestop’s Abracadabra, who finished 
her championship the last day in Portland), 
owned by Colleen Rebello and shown by Rowan 
Baggenstos, and Brynn (Poole’s Ide American 
Idol), owned by Melissa Olivas and shown by 
Colleen McDaniel. 

The Breeder’s Stake Group Level competition 
was scheduled for Friday evening (January 20, 
2012) at the Red Lion Inn Ballroom, half an hour 
after Best in Show. As fate would have it, the 
Sporting Group was the last group that evening 
at the All Breed show. Luckily, the Red Lion Inn 
is only a few minutes away from the Portland 
Expo Center. The kind folks at Eukanuba 
provided a nice buffet of food for all the 
exhibitors and the ballroom was decorated in a 
lot of Eukanuba pink. The arm band (only worn 

http://www.breedsmartpartners.com/stakes.do
http://www.breedsmartpartners.com/stakes.do
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The Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake—continued 

by the breeder/handler of the first dog in the trio) included the pink Breeder’s Stake logo and we were 
even given a pink rubber band.  

Not long after our arrival, the festivities began. The Sporting Group trios were called to the ring. I looked 
at the three young, lovely IWS girls standing together and smiled; I was already so proud of them. We 
were the third trio brought into the ring, each trio being taken around one at a time. Our judge was Mrs. 
Tonya Struble of Rush Hill Golden Retrievers. You may recognize her name. Tonya won Best Bred By 
Exhibitor in show at the Eukanuba Tournament of Champions in 2009 with BIS Am. Can. CH. Rush 
Hill’s River Road Payoff - Vegas. Tonya is an extremely successful Golden Retriever breeder and it 
was an honor to have her as our judge for the Sporting Group. 

Nine Sporting trios entered the ring. 
Each trio was examined and moved as 
described above. Annah, Ivy and Brynn 
handled the experience extremely well. 
The room was bustling, full of 
exhibitors, judges, breeders, 
participants, handlers and Eukanuba 
representatives. After each trio was 
examined, the judge pulled out four 
finalists. Just the first dog in each trio 
was asked to move out to the center of 
the ring. It was an honor to be one of 
the four finalists along with the Irish 
Setter, the German Shorthaired Pointer 
and the Nova Scotia Duck Tolling 
Retriever. The judge then selected first 
through fourth, in reverse order. The 
NSDTR was placed fourth, the GSP 
third, which left me with Annah and 
good friend Jennifer Holmberg with her 
Irish Setter. When the Irish Setter was 

placed second, an overwhelming feeling of pride rushed over me – these three beautiful Irish Water 
Spaniel girls won the Sporting Group at the Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake! 

The Breeder’s Stake Best in Show was not scheduled to be judged until the next (Saturday) evening at 
the Portland Expo Center, shortly after the All Breed Show BIS was awarded. While the last group of 
the All Breed Show was in the ring on Saturday (thankfully not Sporting on this evening), Annah, Ivy 
and Brynn were put up on tables to get their final preparations before competing for the Breeder’s 
Stake Best in Show.  

Our judge for Best in Show was Mrs. Taffe McFadden. I’m sure little needs to be said about Taffe as 
nearly everyone in dogs know her and her husband Bill McFadden. A predominant Professional Dog 
Handler, Taffe has shown many famous dogs in her career, but not everyone knows that she was born 
in Canada to a family very well known for breeding English Setters. Many folks on the West Coast also 
know that Taffe has shown a few Irish Water Spaniels over the years and has firsthand knowledge of 
their Irish antics!   

Sporting Group 1—photo by Randy Roberts 
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The Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake—continued 

Once the ring was changed over to include 
some Eukanuba pink, the seven group winning 
trios were called to the ring for the Eukanuba 
Breeder’s Stake Best in Show competition. 
Each trio was called into the ring, one at a time 
and asked to go around as a group. The seven 
competitors were: Sporting Group – the Irish 
Water Spaniels, Hound Group – Beagles, 
Working Group – Tibetan Mastiffs, Terrier 
Group – Border Terriers, Toy Group – Cavalier 
King Charles Spaniels, Non-Sporting Group – 
Dalmatians and Herding Group – Belgian 
Tervurens. 

Like at the group level, each trio was examined, moved down and back side-by-side and sent around 
the ring in a line. After examining each of the seven trios, the judge was asked to select Reserve Best 
in Show and Best in Show. Best in Show is awarded an expense paid trip to Eukanuba in December to 
compete for the 2012 Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake Champion. That Champion is awarded a spot in the 
Eukanuba World Challenge. If the Best in Show winner is not be able to travel to Florida in December, 
the Reserve Best in Show winner will be given the opportunity to compete for the Eukanuba Breeder’s 
Stake Champion (and the expense paid trip :)). 
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The Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake—continued 

I was humble as I looked around the ring at the seven breeders who had earned the right to compete 
for Breeder’s Stake Best in Show. I knew all seven of them, some better than others, and it was truly an 
honor to be sharing the experience with each of them. Each in different stages of their breeding 
programs, some with decades of experience and success, some with quick success and now trying to 
maintain consistency, some pretty new and one (me) who wouldn’t have been there without the 
incredible backbone of two exceptionally strong Irish Water Spaniel kennels: Whistlestop Irish Water 
Spaniels (Colleen McDaniel) and Poole’s Ide Irish Water Spaniels (Greg Siner).  

To have Annah, Ivy and Brynn be awarded 
Reserve Best in Show by the incomparable 
Taffe McFadden will forever remain one of my 
favorite dog show memories. Best in Show 
was awarded to the trio of the Belgian 
Tervurens, a breeding program that has had 
success for decades including the breeder 
herself being nominated as the AKC Herding 
Group Breeder of the Year in 2009. 

 

As much as I quibbled at the idea of participating in the Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake, I appreciate 
Colleen giving me the gentle push (or pushes) to enter. I am also eternally grateful to Colleen for the 
opportunity to be a breeder on two remarkable litters. Her willingness to work with me, listen to my 
ideas and take my perspective into consideration has helped shape my future in Irish Water Spaniels. 
She is a true mentor. Thank you to Colleen Rebello for allowing Ivy to participate in the Breeder’s Stake 
competition, even though it made two long days at the dog show even longer. Thank you to Cat Shelby 
for being there, helping whenever and however needed and for taking pictures/video. And thanks to 
Richard Liebaert for your support and for taking pictures. 

The Eukanuba Breeder’s Stake – a remarkable adventure! 

Awarded Reserve BIS—photo by Richard Liebaert 

Reserve Best in Show—photo by Randy Roberts 
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By Jeremy Kezer 

Code of Ethics Introduction 

In June 2010, the IWSCA board created a 
committee to assemble a Code of Ethics (“CoE”) 
for the club. The AKC has long recommended 
that all clubs create a code of ethics and the 
board decided that it was time for us to establish 
one. 

So what is a Code of Ethics? The textbook 
definition is that a code of ethics is a set of 
principles of conduct within an organization that 
guide decision-making and behavior. In general, 
members of the IWSCA are supportive, 
respectful, and honest with each other. So we set 
out to create a document that describes what we 
hope is a set of principles that we all can foster 
and support when dealing with each other and 
the larger dog community. 

As we set out to write the code, we spent a lot of 
time looking at the codes of many other breed 
clubs and professional organizations. There is a 
huge variety in the detail and length of the codes 
adopted by other breed clubs. Some are very 
brief and vague. Some put a high emphasis on 
breeding practices with exacting detail; others 
have very specific and lengthy descriptions of the 
process for handling violations, and so on. In the 
end, we didn't find an existing code that we felt 
was a good match for our club. However, many 
of the concepts embodied in our code are shared 
by those of other clubs. 

While we developed the code, we have several 
main tenets that we felt were integral: 

Respect. The concept of respect for each other, 
our dogs and the club is the foundation of our 
code. 

Positive approach. Our breed standard clearly 
spells out what the ideal Irish Water Spaniel 
should be, not what it should not be. This is true 
for the code as well. The code essentially 
describes how the idealized club member would 
behave, not simply a litany of what they should 
not do. 

Personal responsibility. Adhering to the code is 
a matter of personal responsibility. As adults, we 
are the only ones responsible for our own actions 
and how they impact others. We reinforce this by 
presenting it in the first person. 

You will notice that the code has a lot of detail 
and specifics. Why did we go in this direction 
instead of choosing more broad and generic 
statements? While broad statements might 
provide a way to deal with unforeseen 
circumstances, they would also be open to 
interpretation, which leads to ambiguity and 
potentially personal bias on the part of those 
making the interpretations. Our goal is to make 
the code as straightforward as possible for the 
board to interpret. It also allows members to 
clearly understand the goals and guidance of the 
code. 

Where we believe in having some flexibility is in 
how the board can manage violators of the code. 
We have made suggestions to the By-laws 
Committee on reforming the violations section of 
the by-laws, so that punishments can be 
calibrated to the severity of the violation. We 
have also suggested revising the process by with 
violations can be filed with the board. While the 
By-laws Committee’s work is also ongoing, we 
are hopeful that this will be in place soon. 

One other area we would like to reference is the 
breeding conventions in the Breeder's section of 
the code. Clubs that have club-wide breeding 
guidelines articulate them in their CoE’s. The 
requirements of these other clubs range from 
none at all to highly specific requirements 
outlining the required genetic tests and health 
clearances required. Some clubs actually 
mandate that members must submit copies of 
their test results to the club secretary before 
undertaking a breeding! What we have worked to 
put into place is a series of common-sense 
conventions that strive to ensure that breeders 
retain flexibility in their decisions but are equally 
supportive of our collective efforts to ensure the 
health and long-term viability of our breed. 

And so, here is the proposed Code of Ethics for 
the Irish Water Spaniel Club of America. The 
board has reviewed and approved the 
submission of this code to the membership for 
their review. What we intend is that we will open 
a 30 day feedback period on RattailsOnly, 
starting on March 15, 2012 and ending on 
April 15, 2012. We are very interested in your 
feedback. We will also sponsor an all-members 
conference call that will let us discuss in real-time 
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the proposed Code of Ethics. That event will 
happen: 

CoE conference call:  Tuesday, April 3
rd

 @ 8pm 
EST (7pm CST/6PM MST/5PM PST). 

Number: 1-626-677-3000 

Participant access code: 6829173 

Once a final version has been arrived at, it will be 
submitted to the membership for a simple majority 
vote to ratify it. The AKC does not approve Codes 
of Ethics so no further approvals are needed. 

The committee would like to thank the board for 
their support. We hope you are pleased with our 
efforts so far. 

Jeremy Kezer 
Jenn Lego 
Heidi Ferris 
Ruth Crocker 

Code of Ethics Introduction—continued 

By Jeremy Kezer 

By Jeremy Kezer 

IWSCA Code of Ethics 

Introduction 

The IWSCA Code of Ethics has been developed 
to be a guide for the members of the club. The 
concept of respect (respect for others, respect for 
dogs, and respect for traditions of sportsmanship 
surrounding the breeding, showing, and 
competition of pure-bred dogs) has served as the 
central guiding principle in the development of 
this Code of Ethics. 

These guidelines are presented with the 
realization that they will not cover every 
conceivable situation. If such a situation arises, 
then the aim of protecting the health and welfare 
of the individual dog and of protecting the health 
and welfare of the breed as a whole must be the 
primary guidance applied to the decision process. 
It may also be beneficial to consult others who 
possess varying perspectives, experience and 
expertise to help avoid the appearance of 
impropriety in any actions related to canine 
activities. 

The structure of the following code is cumulative 
and is designed to address increasing levels of 
responsibility and activity based on the level of 
participation of the members within the club and 
the breed. While the members section applies to 
all members, regardless of whether or not they 
own an Irish Water Spaniel at any given time, the 
subsequent sections would only be expected to 
apply to those members whose activities would 
fall into the categories outlined. 

I. Members Code 

1) As a member of the Irish Water Spaniel 
Club of America (“IWSCA”), I agree to 
uphold the principles of the IWSCA's 
Constitution, Bylaws, and Code of Ethics, 
and to comply with all American Kennel 
Club (“AKC”) Rules and Regulations. I 
will protect the interests of the Irish Water 
Spaniel in a manner reflecting credit to 
myself, the breed and the IWSCA. 

2) I will employ thoughtfulness, civility, 
honesty, and transparency in my dealings 
with others both within and outside of the 
club, conducting myself in a manner 
which will reflect credit upon myself, my 
dog(s), the IWSCA, and the sport of 
dogs, regardless of location or 
circumstance. 

3) I will respect other members in my verbal 
and written communications to and about 
them. I will refrain from issuing 
intentionally disparaging comments or 
repeating unsubstantiated accusations 
about other members, owners, exhibitors, 
handlers or dogs. 

4) I acknowledge the versatility of the IWS 
and encourage active participation in 
venues which showcase their talents. 

5) I will strive to continually educate myself 
about all aspects of our rare breed and to 
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IWSCA Code of Ethics—continued 

remain a good ambassador for the Irish 
Water Spaniel. 

6) I will act to ensure the welfare of any 
abandoned, misused, or needy IWS 
requiring new home placement, and will 
notify the IWSCA Rescue Committee 
when such a condition exists. 

II. Ownership Code 

1) I accept responsibility for providing 
dogs in my care with safe and sanitary 
conditions, proper nutrition, regular 
veterinary care including preventative 
healthcare and appropriate veterinary 
treatment. 

2) I will provide dogs in my care with 
regular opportunities for exercise and 
socialization. 

3) To the best of my ability I will teach my 
dog(s) to behave in a manner that is 
harmonious with my family and greater 
community and does not represent a 
nuisance. Irish Water Spaniels are 
intelligent, sometimes opinionated, and 
frequently mischievous, which can 
make training challenging. If 
necessary, I will consult with others 
having knowledge and expertise 
greater than my own. A well-trained 
dog is a credit to the owner, the breed 
and the club. 

4) I will clean up after dogs in my care 
everywhere, including my home and 
neighborhood, parks, beaches, hotel 
grounds, show and trial grounds and 
dispose of my dog(s)'s waste in a 
sanitary manner. 

5) I will be respectful of other guests in a 
hotel and will not allow dogs in my care 
to be loud or to damage hotel property 
and should such damage occur, I will 
assume financial responsibility for 
repair. 

6) I will keep my IWS clean and groomed 
to present an attractive picture to the 
public. 

7) I will register my dog with the AKC. 

8) If I own or am responsible for an intact 
male or female IWS, I will safeguard 
their activities to avoid accidental 
breedings. 

9) I will ensure that all dogs in my care 
wear some form of identification, such 
as collar with contact information, 
microchip or permanent tattoo. 

10) I will not sell any dog to a third party 
agent, pet wholesaler, pet retailer, 
puppy mill, or research laboratory, nor 
will I directly or indirectly allow a dog to 
be given for auction or raffle, or as a 
prize or donation in a competition of 
any kind. 

11) I recognize that a co-owner of an IWS 
has the same responsibilities as a sole 
owner to ensure the safety and 
wellbeing of a dog. 

12) If I am no longer able to provide my 
dog(s) with safe, secure and healthful 
care, I will seek appropriate help in 
securing a new home for them. I will 
first notify my dog(s)' breeder(s), to 
discuss the options. If the breeder is 
not available to assist me, I will either 
place my dog in the care of an 
individual or family who I have 
reasonable expectation will provide my 
dog(s) with the necessary care, 
security, and affection, or I will contact 
IWSCA Rescue. I will not abandon or 
dispose of my dog(s) in an animal 
shelter. 

III. Sportsman's Code 

1) I will conduct myself in all aspects of the 
sport of dogs in a manner designed to 
reflect credit upon myself, the breed and 
the IWSCA. 

2) I will adhere to the principles of conduct 
outlined in the AKC Code of 
Sportsmanship. 

3) I will practice the principles of good 
sportsmanship and will consider 
competitors as challenges, not threats. 
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4) I will ensure that any birds used in any 
club related event will be treated properly 
and humanely. The birds will be handled 
in accordance with the governing rules of 
the event if they exist, or in the absence 
of such rules, will be treated in 
accordance with the AKC Regulations for 
Retriever Hunting Tests. 

IV. Breeder's Code 

1) I accept the responsibility for producing 
the healthiest puppies possible, 
providing them with good nutrition, 
sanitary conditions, and socialization 
for a minimum of seven (7) weeks. I 
will, to the best of my ability, place the 
puppies that I don't retain in homes that 
appear to have sufficient resources to 
provide proper physical care and 
affection for the dog's lifetime. 

2) As a breeder, I will provide the new 
owners with a written, signed contract. I 
will furnish to each new owner copies of 
all veterinary procedures performed on 
the dog, health documents, 
documentation of pedigrees for at least 
three (3) generations and AKC 
registration/transfer documents. If I 
decide to limit the registration or 
breeder’s rights on the dog, it will be 
done only by mutual written agreement. 

3) As a breeder, I will ensure that the 
puppy is transferred to its new owners 
wearing a form of identification, such as 
collar with contact information, 
microchip, or permanent tattoo. 

4) I will provide new owners with 
instructions on proper care, including 
proper nutrition and feeding, training, 
socialization and grooming. 

5) I will include written terms in the 
contract with the new owner to provide 
for the safe return of a dog following an 
initial veterinary check, and 
reimbursement or replacement policy 
which is in accordance with applicable 
puppy protection laws in my state or 
community. I will also include written 
terms concerning the replacement or 

reimbursement in the unfortunate event 
of death or significant health problems 
due to hereditary disease. 

6) I will be truthful and transparent in my 
advertising and will be honest in 
executing a contract with every new 
owner, regardless of whether or not a 
fee is paid to me. 

7) I will adhere to the AKC rules for 
breeding, record keeping, and 
registration. 

8) I will adhere to the AKC guidelines for 
naming puppies. I will not use the name 
of an established Irish Water Spaniel 
kennel in my contracts or registrations 
without the permission of the original 
owner of the kennel name. 

9) I will breed my pure-bred IWS only to 
other pure-bred IWS until such time as 
the AKC and the IWSCA re-open the 
Irish Water Spaniel studbook, or unless 
the breeding is sanctioned by the 
IWSCA via a two-thirds majority vote of 
the sitting officers. 

10) As owner of an intact male IWS, I will 
safeguard his activities to avoid 
accidental breedings. Prior to 
intentionally using him at stud, I will 
perform testing in accordance with 
CHIC protocol and I agree to use him at 
stud only to CHIC approved bitches. 

11) As owner of an intact female IWS, I will 
safeguard her activities to avoid 
accidental breedings. Prior to 
intentionally breeding her, I will perform 
testing in accordance with CHIC 
protocol and I agree to use her to breed 
only to CHIC approved dogs. 

12) I understand that some dogs or bitches 
may be exempt from the CHIC 
requirements for breeding. These 
exemptions are: They are of foreign 
breeding stock, or were deceased 
before January 1, 2010, or were born 
prior to January 1, 2000. If the dog or 
bitch meets these exceptions, then they 
must have received the equivalent of 
OFA fair or better hip evaluations/

IWSCA Code of Ethics—continued 
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ratings and must have received other 
health screenings commonly available 
in their country of residence. 

13) If I choose to breed my bitch 
consecutively, it shall be on no more 
than two consecutive seasons. If I 
breed to more than a single sire during 
a single season, I will comply with the 
AKC's multi-sire guidelines. 

14) As a breeder or stud dog owner, I am 
responsible for the progeny of my dogs. 
I understand that both of us are 
required to assist in the placement and 
care of any dog in rescue that is bred or 
sired by a dog that I own, co-own, or 
lease. I recognize that as a breeder I 
have a lifetime responsibility for 
puppies produced by my brood bitch or 
stud dog. 

15) I understand that the definition of 
Breeder is the owner, co-owner, or 
lessee of the brood bitch at the time of 
breeding. I understand that the 
definition of Stud Dog Owner is defined 
as the owner, co-owner or lessee of the 
stud dog at the time of breeding. 

16) I understand that the statements in this 
section apply to anyone who breeds an 
Irish Water Spaniel, either intentionally 
or unintentionally. 

V. Violations 

1) I understand and agree that violations of 
the Code of Ethics shall be considered 
prejudicial to the interests of the breed 
and the IWSCA. Complaints shall be filed 
and handled pursuant to the disciplinary 
proceeding set forth in Article VI of the 
IWSCA’s By-Laws. 

Revision history: 

2011-08-29 – Added Ruth’s comments clarifying 
the violation process & added flowchart. 

2011-11-29 – Incorporated feedback from board 
and committee members. 

2011-12-02 – Reworked violations section to 
depend on the By-laws Disciplinary section. 
Added Introduction and applied numerous other 
changes based on feedback. 

2012-01-29 – Punctuation, grammatical changes. 
Incorporated feedback from board. 

IWSCA Code of Ethics—continued 
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IWSCA Members and Friends, 

I would like to take this opportunity to invite and encourage 
you to attend the 2012 National Specialty at Purina Farms in 
Gray Summit, Missouri. Planning and hosting an event 500+ 
miles from home can be challenging. 

Each event Chair has done a wonderful job of organizing 
events that promise to be fun and rewarding. Premium lists 
will be arriving soon. They will also be available on the 2012 
Specialty web site. 

We start the week off bright and early on Tuesday May 8th 
with a short drive to Granite City, Illinois for the WC/WCX. 

Back at Purina, hospitality will remain open to welcome anyone arriving. 

On Wednesday, we will have a full day of performance events in the Event Center with Agility, 
Rally and Obedience. Be sure you plan your day to be at the Event Center for the Parades just 
before the BBQ Buffet with a featured speaker and the Silent Auction. 

In addition to the usual schedule of events we have a first this year, the CHIC HEALTH CLINIC 
on Thursday. I hope everyone will take advantage of this opportunity. Other events on Thursday, 
May 10th, include a Canine Good Citizen test conducted by Kim Kezer and a Grooming Demo by 
Michell Evans. Watch for detailed information on the 2012 Specialty web site (www.iwsca2012.com) 
and in e-blasts and on the Yahoo lists. Late Thursday afternoon, there will be an hors d`oeuvres 
buffet and the annual meeting.  

On Friday, we move to the outside show arena for Sweeps, Jr. Showmanship and of course the 
Specialty Conformation show. The Awards Banquet and Silent Auction will follow in the Founders 
Room at Purina Event Center. 

This year’s silent and live auctions promise to be the best to date. Don’t miss either one. And, if 
you would prefer to purchase a little something rather than bid, we can help you with that too. The 
Cafepress Store with 2012 Logo items and the “Show Me Your Best” logo, designed by Emily 
Pikul are both available on the2012 Specialty web site and online. (See enclosed flyers.) 

We are very fortunate this year to have Purina Sponsor our Specialty. That means more prizes and 
gifts that we will all enjoy. We will also have the opportunity to observe several events by the 
Miniature Australian Shepard Club. We will be sharing the Event Center with them for part of the 
week. 

So, what happens when I arrive ???  Where do I go ??? The on-site Hospitality/Check-in 
room will be the RV in Space 1A just outside the Event Center doors. Look for the Banner with 
the Logo and red Hospitality sign. Be sure to check in first to get your hospitality bag and event 
info. We will also have a selection of IWS related items for sale there as well as a preview of the 
Beautiful Trophies and prizes. 

I could ramble on about the fantastic facility at Purina, the beautiful trophies and prizes, the 
wonder and supportive team of committee chairs and volunteers, the great opportunity we have to 
gather together to enjoy and share the great glue of the Irish Water Spaniel that brings us all 
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together--but I am out of space--and you should be filling out your registration forms and making 
reservations at a hotel or for your RV with me! 

And remember EVERYONE is WELCOME to come, participate and enjoy for an hour or the 
entire week with us at Purina Farms May 7-11, 2012. You do not need to buy a meal to attend the 
event associated with it--but only those with meal tags can go through the buffet lines--please fill 
out a registration form and send it in so we can have your hospitality bag and name tag 
ready for you when you arrive. 

Looking forward to seeing all of you soon. 

Greg Johnson 
2012 Chair 
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Schedule of Events     IWSCA National Specialty  
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Specialty & Jr. Showmanship Frank N Summerside 

Puppy and Veteran Sweeps Jacquelyn Fussell 

Agility Karen A Winter 

Rally Virginia Kinion 

Obedience Catherine Peters 

WC/WCX Jim Brennan, Elissa Kirkegard 
Mary Reich, Susan Sarracino-Deihl 

Judges 

Show Superintendent Agility Trial Secretary 
Foy Trent Dog Shows LLC Carolyn Johnson 

P O Box C Lab Tested Secretary Services 

Sturgeon MO 65284 634 Fairview Ave 

www.foytrentdogshows.com Webster Grove MO  63119 

 www.labtestedsecretary 

Show Committee 
Greg Johnson …………..…...……..…...……….…….................................................................Show Chairman 

2316 5th St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55418 
612‐205‐0075 ● bengarloc@aol.com 

Lynn Musgrave …………………………………….……………………………………….………….Assistant Show Chairman 
2818 Pierce St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55418 

612‐789‐2904 ● dlocksiws@msn.com 
Karen Mulkearn ………………………..……………………………………………………………….Obedience & Rally Chair 

411 Day Ave SW, Roanoke, VA 24016 
540‐339‐9588 ● karen.mulkearn@gmail.com 

Laurel Baglia ……………...…………………………………………………………………..……………………….Agility Chair 
201 Ida Red Lane, Rochester, NY 14626 ● 585‐720‐6016 

Mary Reich and Pat Morton ……………..………………………………………………………………………………..WC/WCX 
W4349 Hwy 106, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538 

Lisa Schaitburger bogdogs@gmail.com Catalog 
Chuck Pederson  carragheen@gmail.com Trophies 
Debbie Bilardi debbie@cavaniws.com Ribbons 
Lynn Musgrave dlocksiws@msn.com Hospitality & Meals 
Greg Johnson bengarloc@aol.com RV & Vendor Contact 
Emily Pikul & Greg Johnson pikulemily@yahoo.com Merchandise 
Marilyn Cantrell marilyncan@verizon.net Auctions & Fund Raisers 
Lynn Musgrave dlocksiws@msn.com Emergency Plan 
Sally Lewis s.lewis626@earthlink.net Webmaster 
Susan Anderson & Randy Byrd Susan.g.anderson@usa.dupont.com Grounds 

Official Show Photographer 
Jeremy Kezer 

88 Hight St, Amesbury, MA 01912 ● 987‐388‐1295 ● jeremykezerphotography.com 

http://www.foytrentdogshows.com
http://www.labtestedsecretary
mailto:bengarloc@aol.com
mailto:dlocksiws@msn.com
mailto:karen.mulkearn@gmail.com
mailto:bogdogs@gmail.com%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20
mailto:carragheen@gmail.com
mailto:debbie@cavaniws.com%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20
mailto:dlocksiws@msn.com
mailto:bengarloc@aol.com
mailto:pikulemily@yahoo.com
mailto:marilyncan@verizon.net
mailto:dlocksiws@msn.com
mailto:s.lewis626@earthlink.net%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20
mailto:Susan.g.anderson@usa.dupont.com%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20
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February 15th, 2012 
 
TO: Irish Water Spaniel Club of America – Membership 
 
FROM: Tim Ufkes – Chair, Awards Committee 
 
RE: Awards Application Form 
 
Happy New Year everyone! 
 
It is my honor to provide you with the 2011 Awards Application that the Awards Committee has 
worked hard on making more inclusive of as many of our membership as possible. 
 
2011 was an exciting year for all of us in the breed with many new Champions and new titles in 
many different venues and our expanded Awards Application will provide acknowledgment to all 
of you that have worked so hard over the past year.  
 
This letter is an explanation of the Awards Application Form that is enclosed with this Newsletter 
and will also appear on both the Rattails and General IWS lists on Yahoo. 
 
The form has been expanded to include awards in Rally, Obedience and Agility, so take your time 
and review the application carefully. 
 
The form is very straight forward and self explanatory. If you believe your dog, or bitch has earned 
an award during the year, please fill out the form and include all of the information requested. The 
Certificates and Awards will be filled out as submitted and will be handed out at our National 
Specialty in Gray Summit, Missouri. 
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to email me at trufkes@gmail.com and I will make 
certain I get back to you as soon as possible! 
 
Thank you! 
 
Tim Ufkes 
Awards Committee Chair 
Irish Water Spaniel Club of America  

mailto:trufkes@gmail.com
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Irish Water Spaniel Club of America 
AWARDS APPLICATION 

(Submit separate forms for each dog) 
 

WE will NOT be tabulating awards - only collecting data from members. If you believe your 

dog may qualify for one of the following awards or certificates (except where stated that we 

will be obtaining the information), please apply for it using this form ONLY. We will not accept e-mail, fax or 

phone requests. Awards will only be given to members that apply by the deadline. 

 

Events included from January 1st, 2011 to December 31st, 2011. DEADLINE for Awards applications is: 

April 15th, 2012 – NO EXCEPTIONS! 
 

Award application must be mailed to: 

 

Timothy R. Ufkes 

2305 NW 100th Street 

Seattle, WA   98177  

(inquires ONLY e-mail trufkes@gmail.com) 

 

 

Circle Prefix Titles (titles displayed BEFORE the dogs’ name): 

GCH, Ch, MACH, OTCH, CT 

 

Circle Suffix Titles (titles displayed AFTER the dogs’ name): 

 

Agility Titles: AJP, AX, AXJ, AXP, FTC, FTCP, MFP, MJP,  MX,  MXF,  MXJ,  MXP, NA, NAJ, NAP, NF, 

NFP, NJP, OA, OAJ, OAP, OF, OFP, OJP, PAX, PACH, XF, XFP 

Hunt Test Titles: JH, JHU, SH, SHU, MH, MHU 

Obedience Titles: CD, CDX, UD, UDX, BN, GN, GO, VER 

Rally Titles: RN, RA, RE, RAE 

Tracking Titles: TD, TDX, VST 

Versatility Titles: VCD1, VCD2, VCD3, VCD4 

  

Dogs Registered Name (with title): _________________________________________________________ 

 

Dogs Call Name: ____________ Email:_____________________________ Phone: _________________ 

 

Owner(s): _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

IMPORTANT: You must be a current member and have renewed your dues by March 31st, 2012. All co-

owners do not need to be members as long as one owner is a member on record. 

 

 

Pick-up or Shipping of Awards: Awards will be available for pick-up at the Annual Awards Dinner at the 

National each year. Please arrange to have your award picked up by either yourself or a friend. Those not picked 

up will be shipped after the national but shipping charges will apply. 
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IWSCA Awards 
 

Conformation Awards: 
 

Top Five IWS by Breed points - Members DO NOT need to apply for this award. We will obtain the information 

from the AKC. 

 

Top Five IWS All Breed points - Members DO NOT need to apply for this award. We will obtain the 

information from the AKC. 

 

Cu’Chulain Best in Show Trophy - Presented to the IWS that wins their first Best in Show in 2011. 

To apply for this award you must include the following information: 

 

Show: ____________________________________________________ Date won: _______________________ 

 

Judge: _______________________________________ Handler: ______________________________ 

 

Winners Dog Award - Presented to the IWS dog that defeated the most dogs (males) on his way to completing 

his championship with all points awarded in one year. To apply for this award you must include the following 

information: Number of dogs (males) defeated while winning Winners Dog: ____________ 

 

Winners Bitch Award - Presented to the IWS bitch that defeated the most bitches on her way to completing her 

championship with all points awarded in one year. To apply for this award you must include the following 

information: Number of bitches defeated while winning Winners Bitch: __________ 

  

Outstanding Producers - Presented to a stud dog that has 5 champion get or to a brood bitch with 3 champion 

get. This award is only given once when they achieve either the 5 or the 3 champions. To apply for this award you 

must include the following information: 

 

Names of Champion Get: _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Marsh Brood Bitch Trophy:  The Marsh Brood Bitch Trophy is a perpetual trophy awarded to the 

bitch that produces the most champion offspring during the year. Members DO NOT need to apply for this award. 

We will obtain the information from the AKC 

 

Obedience Awards: 

 
Top Novice A Obedience Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Novice 

A title (CD) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their CD. All passes 

must be in 2011. 

 
Three Novice A Passing Scores:  _______________  _______________ _____________ 

 

Top Novice B Obedience Winner for 2011- Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Novice B title (CD) 

earns the highest average score using their first three passes toward their CD. All passes must be in 2011. 

 

Three Novice B Passing Scores: ______________               _______________                   ____________ 
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Top Open A Obedience Winner for 2011 - Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Open title 

(CDX) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their CDX. All passes must 

be in 2011. 

Three Open A scores:  _______________  ________________  _________________ 

 

Top Open B Obedience Winner for 2011 Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Open title (CDX) 

earns the highest average score using their first three passes toward their CDX. All passes must be in 2011. 

Three Open B Scores: ______________           _______________         _____________________ 

 

Top Utility A Obedience Winner for 2011 - Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Utility title (UD) 

earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their UD. All passes must be in 2011. 

Three Utility A scores: __________  ___________  ____________ 

 

Top Utility B Obedience Winner for 2011-(Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Utility title (UD) 

ears the highest average score using their first three passes toward their UD. All passes must be in 2011. 

Three Utility B scores: __________                   ___________            _____________ 

 

Top Beginner Novice A Obedience Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving 

their Beginner Novice A title (BN) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards 

their BN. All passes must be in 2011. 

Three Beginner Novice A Scores:  _______________   _______________     _____________ 

 

Top Beginner Novice B Obedience Winner for 2011- Presented to the IWS who while achieving their  

Beginner Novice B title (BN) earns the highest average score using their first three passes toward their BN. All 

passes must be in 2011. 

Three Beginner Novice B Scores: ______________            _______________           ____________ 

 

Top Graduate Novice Obedience Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their 

Graduate Novice title (GN) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their 

GN. All passes must be in 2011. 

Three Graduate Novice Scores:  _______________   _______________     _____________ 

 

Top Graduate Open Obedience Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their 

Graduate Open title (GO) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their 

GO. All passes must be in 2011. 

Three Graduate Open Scores:  _______________   _______________     _____________ 

 

Top Versatility Obedience Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their 

Versatility title (VER) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their VER. 

All passes must be in 2011. 

Three Versatility Scores:  _______________   _______________     _____________  

 

Most Combined Obedience Winner-Most passes out of Open B and Utility A or B classes (team must have 

qualifying scores at the same trial in both classes) 

Open B            ___________     ____________     _____________(please add extra scores on another sheet)  

Utility A or B ___________     ____________     _____________ 
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Highest Combined passing scores from the Open B and Utility A or B classes (team must have qualifying scores 

at the same trial in both classes) 

 

Open B___________     Utility A or B____________ 

 

 

High In Trial Award - Presented to ALL IWS’s who have achieved a High in Trial in 2011. To apply for this 

award you must include the following information: 

 

HIT Score (1st one awarded in 2011): _________________ Club: _____________________________________ 

 

Top High in Trial Award - Presented to the IWS that achieves the highest score while being awarded High in 

Trial. To apply for this award you must include the following information: 

 

HIT Score: _______________ Club: ____________________________________ 

 

High Obedience Award - Presented to the IWS that earns the most OTCH points for the Award Calendar Year 

 

2011 OTCH Points ____________________ 

 

Rally Awards:  
 

Top Rally Novice A  Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Rally Novice 

A title (RN) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their RN. All passes 

must be in 2011. 

 
Three Rally Novice Passing Scores:  _______________ ______________ _____________ 

 

Top Rally Novice B Winner for 2011- Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Rally Novice B title (RN) 

earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their RN All Passes must be in 2011 

 

Three Rally Novice Passing Scores:  _______________ ______________ _____________ 

 

Top Rally Advanced A Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Rally 

Advanced A title (RA) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their RA. 

All passes must be in 2011. 

 
Three Rally Advanced Passing Scores:  _______________    ______________ _____________ 

 

Top Rally Advanced B Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Rally 

Advanced B title (RA) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their RA. 

All passes must be in 2011. 

 
Three Rally Advanced Passing Scores:  _______________    ______________ 

 _____________ 

 

Top Rally Excellent A Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Rally 

Excellent A title (RE) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their RE. All 

passes must be in 2011. 

 
Three Rally Excellent Passing Scores:  _______________    ______________ _____________ 
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Top Rally Excellent B Winner for 2011 – Presented to the IWS who while achieving their Rally 

Excellent B title (RE) earns the highest average score using their first three passes towards their RE. 

All passes must be in 2011. 
 

Three Rally Excellent Passing Scores:  _______________    ______________ _____________ 

 

Most RAE legs – Presented to the IWS who has the most legs towards their RAE in 2011.  

 

Please list Dates and scores for each RAE leg. 

 

 

Agility Awards: 
 

Taoide Top MACH Dog Trophy – Donated by Pat Morton in memory Taoide agility dogs. This stained glass art 

piece, created by Deb Nezgoda, is presented to the dog that earns the most MACH points in one year. In the event 

of a tie, the trophy will be awarded to the dog having earned the most lifetime MACH points. Members do not 

need to submit results for these trophies as they will be determined by official AKC reports.  

  

Mole End Agility Double Q Trophy – Presented to the dog who earns the most Agility double qualifying scores 

(qualifying in Excellent B in Standard and Jumpers on the same day) in a year. In the event of a tie, the award 

will be determined by the most lifetime double qualifications. If this should still result in a tie, it will then be 

determined by the most lifetime MACH points. Members do not need to submit results for these trophies as they 

will be determined by official AKC reports. 

 

Top Agility: Presented to the dog that has the most points using the AKC system of determining the top agility 

dog for each breed. This system gives one point for each speed point earned and ten points for each double Q 

earned. Members do not need to submit results for these trophies as they will be determined by official AKC 

reports. 

 

 

Top Novice A Agility Dog - presented to Novice A team that has the highest score for their 3 Standard Agility 

legs toward their title. If a tie occurs, the team with the fastest yards per second average of those three scores will 

be the winner. All scores in 2011. 

 

Three Novice A Std scores ___________________      ________________   _____________ 

                                   Time____________________     ________________    _____________ 

                             Distance____________________     ________________    _____________ 

 

 

Top Novice A Preferred Agility Dog - Presented to the Novice A Preferred team that has the highest score for 

their Preferred Std Agility legs toward their title. If a tie occurs, the team with the fastest yard per second average 

of those three scores will be the winner. All scores in 2011. 

 

Three Novice A Preferred Std Scores____________      ________________      _____________ 

                                                  Times____________     ________________      _____________ 

                                             Distance____________      ________________      _____________ 

 

 

Top Novice B Agility Dog presented to the Novice B team that has the highest score for their three Standard 

Agility legs toward their title. If a tie occurs, the team with the fastest yards per second average of those three 

runs will be the winner. All scores in 2011. 

 

Three Novice B Std scores ____________________   ________________   ______________ 

                                 Times_____________________   _______________    ______________ 

  Distance____________________     _______________     ______________ 
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Top Novice B Preferred Agility Dog - Presented to the Novice B Preferred team that has the highest score for 

their three Preferred Std Agility legs toward their title. If a tie occurs, the team with the fastest yards per second 

average of those three runs will be the winner. All scores in 2011. 

 

Three Novice B Preferred Scores________________     ___________________     _______________ 

                                           Times________________     ___________________     _______________ 

                                      Distance________________    ___________________      _______________ 

 

 

Top Open Agility Dog presented to the highest score for their three Standard Agility legs toward their title. If a tie 

occurs, the team with the fastest yards per second average of those three runs will be the winner. All scores in 

2011. 

 

Three Open Standard scores ________________     ________________     _______________ 

                                   Times_________________     ________________      _______________ 

                               Distance________________      ________________      _______________ 

 

 

Top Open Preferred Agility Dog- Presented to the highest score for their three Standard Preferred legs toward 

their title. If a tie occurs, the team with the fastest yards per second average of those three runs will be the winner. 

All scored in 2011. 

 

Three Open Preferred Std Scores____________     ________________      ________________ 

                                            Time____________     ________________      ________________ 

                                      Distance____________     ________________      ________________ 

 

 

Top Excellent A Agility Dog- Presented to the highest score for their three Standard Excellent A legs toward their 

title. If a tie occurs, the team with the fastest yards per second average of those three runs will be the winner. All 

scores in 2011. 

 

Three Excellent A Std Scores_______________     __________________     _______________ 

                                      Time_______________     __________________     _______________ 

                                Distance_______________     __________________     _______________ 

 

 

Top Excellent A Preferred Agility Dog- Presented to the highest score for their three Standard Excellent Preferred 

A legs toward their title. If a tie occurs, the team with the fastest yards per second average of those three runs will 

be the winner. All scores in 2011. 

 

Three Excellent A Preferred Std Scores_____________     ______________     _____________ 

                                                       Time_____________     ______________     _____________ 

                                                 Distance_____________     ______________     ______________ 
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Field Awards: 
 

Top Retriever Hunt Test IWS for 2011 - Presented to the IWS who while competing in AKC Retriever Hunt 

Tests amasses the highest number of points as a result of passing tests in the Junior, Senior or Master Retriever 

Stakes in any one year. Bonus points to be awarded for completion of a title, qualifying for the Master National 

and/or completion of the Master National (Retriever). 

 

Please list Dates and Clubs for each AKC Retriever Hunt Test passed and if dog titled, the date dog completed 

title. 

 

Top Spaniel Hunt Test IWS for 2011 - Presented to the IWS who while competing in AKC Upland Hunt Tests 

amasses the highest number of points as a result of passing tests in the Junior, Senior or Master Upland Stakes in 

any one year. Bonus points to be awarded for completion of a title. 

 

Please list Dates and Clubs for each AKC Upland Hunt Test passed and if dog titled, the date dog completed title. 

 

Top Field Trial IWS for 2011 - Presented to the IWS who while competing in AKC Retriever Field Trials 

amasses the highest number of points as a result of finishing any AKC field trial stake in any one year. Bonus 

points to be awarded for completion of a title, qualifying all age, qualifying for the Open and/or Amateur National 

Retriever Trial.  

 

Please list Dates, Clubs, Stakes and Placements for each Retriever Field Trial completion. If dog titled or qualified 

all age, the date dog completed title or qualified. 

 

AKC All-Rounder Award: 
 

Presented to the dog who has achieved an AKC Championship title, an AKC obedience title (CD, CDX or UD), 

and an AKC Hunt Retriever Test title (Junior, Senior or Master). 

 

This dog qualifies as a new AKC All-Rounder:    yes no 

 

New Titles: 
 

We will be giving certificates to all dogs that have achieved NEW AKC titles (all events) from the time period 

January 1st, 2011 to December 31st, 2011. Please list all NEW titles here: 
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By Grattan Foy 

Southeast Regional Report 

Hello from the Southeast. Our Irishers have been busy in conformation as well as performance this 
winter. First, congratulations go to our newest Tracking Dog Title for Miss Marley aka Realta Don't 
Worry B Happy TD, owned by Bev Stewart and bred by Rosemary Sexton. She passed her TD test at 
the Gateway Tracking Club in January. Congratulations. I have included a picture below of the duo at 
the Susan G Komen Race. Congrats! 

In February we held our second supported entry at the Greenville, South Carolina cluster. We had a 
good turnout and were able to share the points. I have listed the results below. Helen Howard did a 
fabulous job of coordinating and special props to Cat Shelby for the glassware. We ended up with two 
pulls in the group Friday and Sunday and Riley taking a Group 4 on Saturday. Reese also completed 
his championship on Sunday! Excellent representation for all of us. Hope to see you next year. 

Friday 17th 
BOB "Luna" GCH D’Locks Lunar Eclipse NF OAJ OAP OJP NA  
BOS/BOW "Reese" Poole's Ide Courage Under Fire 
Select "Riley" GCH Whistlestop’s Riley On Fire 
WB "River” (2pts) Ildanoch Anna Livia on Bloomsday 

Saturday 18th 
BOB "Riley" GCH Whistlestop’s Riley On Fire 
BOS/BOW "Reese" Poole's Ide Courage Under Fire 
Select " Selchie" GCH Chantico's Spirit in the Surf CD JH RN 
WB "Tosh" D’Locks Causin a Commotion in Midwood (2pts) 

Sunday 19th 
BOB "Riley" GCH Whistlestop’s Riley On Fire 
BOS/BOW "Reese" Poole's Ide Courage Under Fire NEW CHAMPION 
Select "Selchie" GCH Chantico's Spirit in the Surf CD JH RN 
WB "Tosh" D’Locks Causin a Commotion in Midwood (1pt) 
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By Hannah Loonsk 

Mid-Atlantic Regional Report 

Janne is expecting! 

Dede Selph’s dog, Janne (CH Ballyhoo’s Janne O’Bachlach, CD JH RN CGC U-SHR) is expecting a 
litter by Angus (Am/Can CH Saracen Hard Scrabble, CD JH JHU). The puppies are due on or around 
St. Patrick’s Day! 

Congratulations to Stephanie, Scout, and Ryan! 

Scout (CH MACH PACH4 NATCH Madcap's Way To My Heart UD RE JH PAX4 WC) ended 2011 in 
style by earning her PACH4 title in agility on December 31

st
. Additionally, Scout was ranked #3 in the 

country on the Top 
Overall Dogs list of 
dogs running in 
preferred agility in 2011. 
She was also ranked #7 
for Top Overall Dogs for 
lifetime points. She's 
still running great at 10 
1/2 years old! 

The same weekend 
Scout earned her 
PACH4, her grandson 
Ryan debuted in agility 
in the novice FAST 
class. That weekend he 
earned his novice FAST 
title with 3 qualifying 
runs. Ryan has since 
earned his novice 
standard, novice 
jumpers with weaves 
and open FAST titles. He is now Whipcord's Born To Fly NA NAJ OF. Ryan and Scout are both 
pictured, Scout with her PACH4 ribbon and Ryan with his first agility ribbons! 

Stephanie and her dogs took a break from agility on January 21
st
 and 22

nd
 to show at the Howard 

County Shows. Stephanie comments, “On Saturday, the bad weather caused problems for many, but 
some us showed. Ryan (Whipcord's Born To Fly, NA NAJ OF) won winner’s dog/best of breed. Reserve 
winner’s dog went to Brick (Cuardach Verity Beachcomber EH) owned by Evelyn and Geof Gibbs and 
co-owned by Stephanie. On Sunday, there was a larger showing. Ryan took winner’s dog again and it 
was wonderful to see so many people showing off their beautiful dogs!” 

Congratulations to Marilyn and Mickey! 

Mickey got his first leg with a second place in Agility Excellent A on January 27
th
. Marilyn is looking 

forward to competing with both Mickey and Shayla at the specialty! 

Gathering of the Clans in Roanoke and a New Arrival! 

There will a Gathering of the Clans in Roanoke for St. Patrick's Day, Sat-Sun, 17th-18th; Parade starts 
about 11:00 in downtown. For more information, please call the Mulkearns or Shari. There will be a new 
IWS joining the Roanoke clan - CAPER, whelped 12/29/11 in California, is arriving here on February 
26

th
. One of his littermates will be also be up from Boone, North Carolina for St. Patrick’s Day. 
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By Laurel Baglia 

Northeast Regional Report 

Other News: 
 
At It's Magic Canines under Judge Linda Sperco 
doing CDSP Novice last weekend, Juliette 
completed her CD-C with a first place finish. Today 
she competed in APDT Rally Veteran and picked up 
legs 1 and 2 with a 208 and a 210, both first place 
finishes under Linda Sperco. She is now Ch. 
Castlehill's Opal Juliette CGC TDI CD RAE RL1X3 
RL2X3 RL3X3 Archmaster CD-C TDIA TDIAOV 
TDIRA. 

--Natalie Weissman 

By Susan Sarracino-Deihl 

Midwest Regional Report 

Fall in the Midwest this year was gorgeous – not too much 
rain, not too much cold. Winter started very mildly with not 
much snow, either. IWS events in the Midwest in fall were 
primarily in obedience, agility and conformation.  

Obedience: In obedience, Mary Reich, Deb Nezgoda and 
Judy O’Brien were busy with their Irishers, Rye, Ba-Rock and 
Gryffin, respectively.  

I had a lovely note from long time member Judy O’Brien from 
Iowa. Her Hagrid and Bella son Gryffin had a very successful 
November earning his RN title with 2

nd
, 3

rd
 and 4

th
 

placements! In addition he earned his CGC in 2011. Officially 
he is now D’Locks Flourish and Blotts RN. Judy writes that 
this talented Irisher keeps her on her toes and entertains her 
club membership with his Irish ways. A hearty congratulations 
to Judy and Gryffin, especially since this is Judy’s first foray in 
obedience since the 1970’s. 
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In Wisconsin, Mary has been busy with Rye – Ch 
Muddy Waters Mariah UD – earning her 2

nd
 UD 

leg in August with a 3
rd

 place in the class at the K-
9 Dog Training Club of Menomonee Falls trial and 
then finishing her UD on October 23

rd
 at the 

Badger Golden Retriever Club’s Obedience Trial 
with a 1

st
 place. Way to go Rye and Mary! 

From Illinois Deb Nezgoda reports that Ba-Rock 
finished his Open obedience degree to add 
another title behind his name – Ch Whistlestop 
Winds of Change CDX NAP NJP TD WC VCD1. 

Agility: On the last day of the year, Jen and Liz 
Weaver celebrated the end of the year by 
finishing the MACH on Toro – Ch MACH Mole 
End Breaking the Waves – and the MACH2 on 
Brag – Ch MACH2 Mole End Inflated Ego! Liz’s 
note to the list said it all. 

“Jen and our friend Shelley and I had made a 
‘plan’ to get all of our MACHs on the same day 
and in 2011. How likely was that? Coming into the 
weekend Toro needed points, Brag needed one 
QQ and Shelley's Mesa needed 2 QQs. Toro 
could have finished on Friday but Jen couldn't be 
there Friday. Mesa got a QQ and Toro had a 
beautiful, fast standard run but dropped a bar so 
Saturday was our last chance. Toro ran first and 
got it. Mesa and Brag were both clean in JWW. 
Standard started and Mesa ran clean for her 
MACH so the pressure was really on Jen. I was 
so proud of her and Brag as they went out and 
had a fun run that looked like they were just 
running for joy like any other day. So our crazy 
plan ended up coming true!” 

“We have had so much support in our quest that it 
has really been unbelievable. Thanks everyone!” 

—Liz 

Toro’s MACH makes three generations of 
MACH’s starting with MACH Drina to her 
granddaughter MACH Toro. In between them is 
Drina’s son and Toro’s uncle MACH2 Brag. 

Congratulations Jen and Liz! 

Conformation: On the first show weekend of the 
year, Ruth Crocker debuted her lovely girl 
Chantico’s Rising Tide. Joining her at the Land 
O’Lakes KC shows January 7

th
 and 8

th
 was 

D’Locks Sassy Shanon O’Daly owned by Mitzi 
and Glenn Porter. The two young girls split the 
points with each girl earning a point towards their 
CH. On Saturday under j: Mrs. Paula Hartinger, 
Gaia went O1WB for the point. On Sunday under 
j: Mr. Eugene Blake D’Locks Sassy Shannon 
O’Shay went O1WB for the point. Congratulations 
to Ruth and Mitzi and their two girls! 

New puppies & IWS owners: In this first column 
of the year I thought I would introduce to the IWS 
community new IWS owners and their puppies 
and welcome them to our community.  

In response to my inquiry to all Midwest breeders 
with litters this year, Lynn graciously sent me 
pictures and info on some of the new IWS 
owners. These new pups were born late 
September sired by Hagrid out of Lily [Ch D’Locks 
Keeper O’Keys x Ch D’Locks Something Wicked]. 
Emily and Brett O’Donnell in Lenexa, Kansas 
have D’Locks Finbarr Murphy O’Donnell, Chris 
Cowan in Columbus, Ohio has D’Locks Lumos 
aka Edison, Nicole Friedrichs in Savage, 
Minnesota has Elly, Amy and Jack Stahley in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan have D’Locks Seamus 
Finnegan aka Finnegan and D’Locks th’ 
Gamekeepers Son aka Fang stayed with Lynn.  

In addition, Gerard McMullen in Milwaukee 
welcomed a new addition – Cu, Whistlestop Joy 
is in the Journey, born 4/2011 sired by Bogey out 
of Journey [HRCH Ch Whistle Stop’s B All U Can 
B CD RN SH x Ch Whistlestop Journey to 
Freedom CDX RN JH]. Gerard is having fun with 
his boy and was able to start fun field work with 
him before the winter weather set in.  

From my summer litter Jaxon is now at home with 
Chuck and Sandra Dailey in Lebanon, Indiana, 
while sister Emma is at home with long time IWS 
owner Deborah Rafacz. Jaxon is Chuck and 
Sandy’s second IWS and is showing typical 
puppy IWS behavior. I asked them how he is 
doing and whether he had any problems? Their 
response? “Not so far besides loving to bring all 
the sticks into the house from our yard!”  

Midwest Regional Report—continued 
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From my November litter, a week ago Amy 
Hardwick and Gene Dembrowski from Chicago 
welcomed Orlagh to their household. The emails 
from Gene have been classic. The first one was 
titled “Maniac” describing Orlagh’s rambunctious 
antics in the snow with their Standard Poodle 
Arnie. 

We hope to see these new puppies around and 
about in performance events or conformation 
events. If you see them, please extend to them a 
hearty welcome. 

Best wishes to all IWS owners in the NEW YEAR!  

 

Midwest Regional Report—continued 
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By Colleen McDaniel 

Northwest Regional Report 

I am writing this month's column while Jack 
drives. We are on our way home from a visit with 
Holly and Joe Bauman in Utah. My head is 
spinning in so many directions as I try to organize 
my thoughts into something readable. First, is 
that our world has changed so much that we can 
be driving along out in the proverbial middle of 
no-where and still can have access to so much 
communication. I smile at the good and the bad 
parts of that! 

There is the reflection that comes next. I 
remember meeting Holly the last time the 
National Specialty was in Utah. That was 1994. 
She was the true "newbie." Now 18 years later 
she is the chair of the 2014 National. It will be her 
20th anniversary of joining the IWS family when 
the National once again returns to Utah. Over the 
years I have seen and interacted with Holly and 
Joe on many levels but I am awed at this inner 
person I have the pleasure of getting to know 
now. She is organized and efficient on so many 
levels but so caring and giving at every one of 
those levels. I believe this club is in excellent 
hands for the 2014 National. Holly currently owns 
two IWS and both are busy on career paths with 
Holly. One will be starting her bid for her UD next 
month. Holly keeps busy in conformation, 
obedience, rally, tracking and therapy work with 
her current girls as she did with her previous 
IWS. And, she also has achieved many titles in 
agility. She is active in the local dog clubs and 
has great support and connections. Yes, she is 
qualified to oversee such a multi-venue event like 
the National. I would be very remiss to not 
mention that she also has two other wonderful 
and versatile IWS people there lending a hand in 
all of this. Brenda and Mike Farmer also currently 
have two IWS that are worked in multi venues 
including one girl that needs one leg to complete 
her UD and is one major away from her 
championship. And last, but by no means least, is 
Joe. Don't for a minute think that he is that quiet 
man in the background! His humor and genuine 
support makes him the perfect person to handle 
all the hospitality everyone will bask in when they 
show up in Utah in 2014. 

Also occurring while we continue on our road trip 
is the emails and texts coming in from all the NW 
(and truthfully other parts of the USA) folks 
converging on New York for next week's 

Westminster show. By the time this column is due 
to the editor that will be over. I wish everyone 
good luck and decent weather. 

FLASH: The NW is proud to congratulate 
Bethany, Tom and Maddie Urban along with Greg 
Siner for their girl’s success at Westminster. And, 
congratulations to Riley’s sire, Keegan, and Stacy 
for their BOS.  

Decent weather was not part of the January 
cluster of dog shows we had out here in the NW. 
The three shows in Puyallup were iffy at times 
with the third day being the worse. Again, the 
modern communication was well used. We all 
kept track of who was where and what conditions 
existed in driving at different times and different 
routes. The end result was that the majors held 
all three days. The next major task was for those 
that were entered in the next four shows in 
Portland. At times the interstate was closed 
because driving conditions were so bad. But once 
again all of us crazy dog people ventured out and 
the majors held. We did miss a few of the people 
that could not get there and understand there 
was a lot of frustration for them over that. For 
those that did make it, they all shared. We had 
seven majors in the boys and seven different 
males each took one. The girls did not have 
majors every day and five days the points went to 
Colleen Rebello's ten month girl, Ivy. At the end 
of the seven shows there were three new IWS 
champions: Eammon, owned by Walter Kilmer; 
Diva, owned by Carol Jones; and Ivy, owned by 
Colleen Rebello. There was also the exciting 
Breeder's Stake but that is covered in a separate 
article. 

Another success from the January shows was 
Laura Burns and Journey got their third leg to 
earn a CDX. Also, Martha Jordan once again 
helped by having her boy Gromit show off his 
talents in the new obedience class of Team 
Obedience. It is my understanding that it was 
done both at the Puyallup shows and the 
Portland shows. And the effort to get her to 
Portland to do this sounds like a major 
community event! I heard things like “neighbors 
shoveling” tons of snow to get her out of her 
driveway and even lending of a car to make sure 
she got there. 
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The trip to Utah did cause us to miss the first field 
working practice of this year. Once again, 
Christine has volunteered to organize and guide 
the group in getting our IWS ready for the 
upcoming field events. IWSCOPS is hosting a 
WC/WCX on April 28th and that is why the 
practice sessions have started earlier than 
normal. We do not have enough daylight to meet 
yet on a week night so these sessions are being 
done on Saturday. 

While some of us are heading for Crufts, others 
will be attending the Seattle Kennel Club dog 
show. The unfortunate part is that there will not 
be a Meet the Breeds booth at the show because 
so many members are going to be gone. But we 
do expect a good turnout for the parade the 
following weekend. 

The next report might have a bit of international 
flair as we bring back news from across “the 
pond.”  

By Liz Liddle 

Southwest Regional Report 

News from Jody Dushkes: 

Ria's pup, Grady, flew off to his new home in 
Holland today. He will be living with Len Bakker 
and her two IWS. He will have his very own river 
to swim in! Was hoping to show him off at the 
Nat'l, but Len couldn't wait to get him. He will be 
her show & stud dog. 

Dickens & Ria competed in the High Desert 
Agility Club Agility Trial over New Year's 
weekend. It was Dickens' last trial and he went 
out with a flourish, earning his Novice Fast 
Preferred title with two 1st places. Ria also did 
well and earned an Ex. Std. & Jumpers leg, with 
placements. 

Dickens passed away on February 16, 2012, 
losing a battle with cancer at just under 12 years 
old. Dickens loved his work and loved his Jody, 
Ria and Kerry. He will be missed by his IWS 
family and California IWS Family. RIP dear boy, 
we love you! 

U-CD URO3 U-AS CH Muddy Waters Great 
Expectations CDX RAE AX AXJ XF OAP OJP 
NFP CFC ASCA-CD RV-E G-E JV-E Ch CH CL4 
EAS EJS ECC-V TN-E TNG-E WV-O EJ-V ES-V 

Breeder, Diane Wacker 

Our sincere condolences, Jody. 

Golden Gate Kennel Club Show 
—Deborah Bilardi 

At the 2012 Golden Gate Kennel Club Show, 
Saturday and Sunday January 28 & 29, Robert 
Lacy and Paul Price’s CH COOMARA GMADRA 

FLIUCH SIOCHAIN, Siochain, Leigh Layman & 
Marian McLeod’s CAT'S COUNTY KERRY, 
Annabelle, and Deborah & Anthony Bilardi and 
Marian McLeod’s CH CAT’S ‘N’ CAVAN 
TRISTAN O’TYNAN, Tristan, held court for their 
adoring fans. The Golden Gate Kennel Club 
Show is one of a handful of AKC benched shows 
held each year. At a benched show each entered 
dog has a place, provided by the show 
committee, where the dog is required to be from 
10:00 AM to 5:00 PM except for an hour to groom 
before showing, and exercising. Benched shows 
are very popular with spectators because of the 
access they have to all the dogs and owners. The 
breeds are benched together, so spectators can 
visit whole rows of the popular breeds!  

Many breeders and clubs decorate their benching 
area with an amazing array of decorations. Some 
are glitzy, some give insight into the breed like 
camouflage/field decorations for sporting breeds, 
some tell you about the individual dogs, and then 
there are the decorations that are just for fun. A 
few years ago the Pugs decorations looked like a 
Hawaiian Luau. They won the Bench Decoration 
Competition and $100.00 that year. We were 
fortunate this year as Robert made posters for 
our dogs. Tristan’s poster is about 2 x 2 ft. and I 
will treasure it forever. He also made a 2 x 6 ft. 
poster that had pictures of Siochain and 
Annabelle. 

http://infodog.com/files/bdogrsl1.prg;makc=SR%2055435202;mdog=Ch_Coomara_GMadra_Fliuch_Siochain;wins=all
http://infodog.com/files/bdogrsl1.prg;makc=SR%2055435202;mdog=Ch_Coomara_GMadra_Fliuch_Siochain;wins=all
http://infodog.com/files/bdogrsl1.prg;makc=SR%2067357602;mdog=Cat_s_County_Kerry;wins=all
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Michelle Cummings’ girl GCH Whistlestop's Wind on the Water, Bella, came with her handler, who had 
a benching area in with the other handlers. 

The results were the same both days. BOB Bella, BOS Tristan and me, Select Dog Siochain and 
Robert and WB Annabelle and Leigh. 

I hope next year more owners will 
think about entering the Golden Gate 
Kennel Club Show. It is a great 
weekend for bragging about our “Best 
Kept Secret” and visiting with friends. 
This year Sharon Moreland, Kathi 
Fortmann, Marlene Wegfahrt, and 
Kurt Heintz stopped by along with 
some families planning to get an IWS 
pup in the near future. 

Group 3 for Bella! 

On Monday, February 20
th
, Bella, 

GCH Whistlestop’s Wind on the 
Water, took a Group 3 under Judge 
Col. Joe Purkhiser at the Santa Clara 
Valley Kennel Club in San Jose, 
California. 

Congratulations to Michelle 

Cummings and breeders Stacy 

Duncan and Colleen McDaniel! 

Southwest Regional Report—continued 
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By Larrey Anderson 

Our Accidental Top Dog 

Reprinted with Permission of American Thinker 

A few weeks ago, our Irish Water Spaniel was 
just another young dog. Now he is one of the top 
Irish Water Spaniels (IWS) in the world. Here's 
how it happened. 

The universe of show dogs is huge. The IWS 
portion of that universe is tiny.  

The Irish Water Spaniel is not a common 
breed; it is the rarest of the spaniels. There 
are probably not many more than a thousand 
IWS in America. The sheer numbers of dogs 
from competing breeds, and the rarity of the 
IWS, make any kind of win an unusual, and 
statistically unlikely, event. 

Just over a year ago, our friend Marion McLeod, 
one of the most respected IWS breeders in the 
world, gave us a call. She knew that we had lost 
all three of our beloved old dogs in the course of 
a few months. We were heartbroken, lonely, and 
needed a new canine member for our family. 

"Larrey, I've done it. I've got your puppy, and he's 
got it all!," Marion proclaimed over the telephone. 
Marion is a retired science teacher. She has 
dedicated her retirement years to breeding the 
ultimate Irish Water Spaniel. According to Marion, 
this now six-week-old puppy was the one we had 
been waiting for. But the road ahead would not be 
easy for this "perfect" little puppy. 

When the puppy turned eight weeks old, Marion 
took him to Pat Hastings to have him evaluated. 
Mrs. Hastings and her late husband Bob 
developed a widely used system for rating 
puppies for structural and behavioral potential. (At 
eight weeks there is a structural "window;" the 
puppy's physical features are similar to what they 
will be as an adult dog.) Mrs. Hastings was 
impressed by the puppy and thought that he 
might grow up to be an outstanding show dog. 

Marion had to drive several hundred miles to 
meet Mrs. Hastings for the evaluation. "Pat gave 
the puppy a great score!," Marion called to tell us 
right after the evaluation. Marion celebrated the 
good news -- and, for her, made a rare mistake: 
she took the puppy outside to run around on the 
grass at the motel she was staying in. The perfect 
puppy was infected with the parvovirus. (End 

Note 1.) 

Marion called us a few days later. The puppy was 
near death. My heart sank when I heard the 
news. "Marion, we don't have the money to pay 
for the treatment," I told her. "You should 
probably put him down."

 
(End Note 2.) 

"But he is your puppy. I know it. He is supposed 
to be yours." The emotion in her voice was 
palpable. "I'll pay for the vet bills. If he makes 
it...you just have to buy the puppy. You 
understand that there will probably be behavioral 
problems. You will have to patrol the yard and 
sterilize his poop for several weeks -- so that the 
parvo doesn't infect your property. But once you 
see him.... I know he is your puppy." 

We bought the puppy. We felt like we owed 
something to this breed of dog that had become 
so important in our lives -- and to honor the years 
of labor and love of Marion McLeod. 

No sugar-coating what happened next. The first 
several months with the puppy were miserable. 
Among other problems, he was not housebroken. 
I was facing spinal surgery and could not even 
take the puppy outside on a leash. But Eileen's 
determination (and my wife's Irish indefatigability) 
proved more than sufficient for the troubles that 
came with the newest member of our family. 

Our new puppy seemed just as bent on becoming 
an obedient pet as my wife was on getting him to 
that goal. Eileen met his every misstep with firm 
discipline wrapped in a most forgiving love. Every 
time he broke the rules, he looked at us with his 
warm golden eyes as if to say, "I'm trying." We 
decided to name him "Croi" -- Gaelic for "heart." 

We kept Marion informed of Croi's remarkable 
behavioral progress, although we were pretty 
sure he would never be a show dog. He had lost 
most of his coat from the parvo. After about six 
months, when his coat grew back in silky dark 
chocolate ringlets, we started to change our 
minds. 

It was not his coat that really impressed. It was 
his movement and his temperament. Watching 
Croi sprint across a golf course or seeing him 
tensed like a strung bow in "stay" -- right before 
he sprang into a pond -- was like seeing 
perfection. I'd seen such purity of movement 
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before -- but only on TV. Croi carried himself like 
the dogs that had made it to the finals at the dog 
show of dog shows -- Westminster. 

Marion asked us if we would enter Croi in the 
Idaho Capital City dog show. This was not my 
decision -- Eileen would have to carry the burden 
of prepping a one-year-old dog, which had never 
been within a thousand miles of a dog show, by 
herself. Eileen agreed. 

Eileen and I are not dog show people. We are 
both fairly competent trainers in obedience -- and 
we had entered some of our previous dogs in 
obedience competitions. We had never 
participated in a major, or minor, interbreed dog 
show. 

The Capital City show is one of the biggest dogs 
show in the Northwest. There were over 1,200 
dogs in this year's event. Over 250 dogs 
competed in the "Sporting Group." Sporting 
Group is made up of hunters and retrievers. Irish 
Water Spaniels are in this category. Croi would 
face 250 competitors. Some of those dogs were 
already championed -- and several held the 
prestigious honor of "Grand Champion." About a 
dozen of the best Sporting dogs in the country 
and been flown to Boise for the competition. (We 
would discover that winning at Capital City was 
considered by the professionals in the dog world 
a solid stepping stone for participation in the big 
leagues of the dog show world.) 

Croi, on the other hand, was champion of the 
pond behind our house. He was the king of mud 
and the prince of cockle-burrs. Thus, Eileen had 
always groomed Croi as a pet. Before we left for 
the show, she spent hours reshaping his coat. 
She turned Croi's casual and pragmatic haircut 
into something that resembled an IWS show dog. 

There were only two other Irish Water Spaniels at 
the event. And Marion had brought both of those 
dogs with her. We needed three IWS so that we 
could meet the minimum number for the breed to 
be judged. (Dogs must earn Best of Breed before 
they can enter Best of Group -- and a dog must 
win Best of Group before it can appear in Best of 
Show. So there is a very steep ladder to climb.) 

At dinner, the night before Croi's debut in Best of 
Breed, Marion was going over the program that 
listed the names of the judges. "This is fantastic!" 

she exclaimed. "Tomorrow's judge is one of the 
most respected Sporting Group judges in 
America. This judge knows structure. He knows 
hunting dogs. He judges the dog -- not the owner 
or the pedigree. If Croi wins Best of Breed, and if 
this judge pays any attention at all to him, we 
might want to enter Croi in Best of Group. It would 
be a long shot. But let's watch the judge carefully 
tomorrow." 

Neither my wife nor I had been in the show ring, 
so we had hired a professional handler to guide 
Croi through the process. We were given strict 
instructions to remain silent and out of sight 
during the judging process. The handler was 
afraid Croi might try to look to us for commands -- 
or even jump out of the ring. The handler had 
seen it happen before. We were told to become 
invisible. 

One at a time, the three Irish Water Spaniels 
trotted around the ring. The judge watched their 
gait and noted their behavior. He checked their 
teeth, rib structure, and all the other traits a judge 
looks for in a champion dog. He pointed at Croi. 
Best of Breed. 

Then the judge did something unusual. He called 
the three handlers over to him. Peeking around 
our hiding place behind a cement column, we saw 
him whisper something to the handlers. Our 
handler looked somewhat astonished. She trotted 
over to us. 

"I've been handling in front of this judge for almost 
ten years. This is the first time I have ever heard 
him make a comment about a dog after his 
decision." Eileen and I were still hiding behind the 
column, wondering what in the world had just 
happened. Croi sat dutifully next to us. "The judge 
told us," our handler continued, "'this dog has a 
future.'" 

We didn't know what that meant, either. (All dogs 
have a future.) But Marion, Croi's breeder, knew. 
"He's going into group," Marion announced. 

The Sporting Group had 27 other breed winners. 
This meant that every breed in the Sporting 
Group was represented. That's right. Croi was up 
against 27 other dogs. Each dog represented the 
best of its breed, and some dogs had already won 
major shows. 
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We had to stay hidden a lot longer for Best of 
Group. After examining all 28 entrants, the judge 
picked the top four finalists. He didn't pick Croi. 

Marion was right -- it was a long shot, I told 
myself. Eileen looked disappointed. Like many of 
the other owners, she had spent hours and hours 
with a comb and scissors. Our assistant handler, 
who had fallen in love with Croi, started playing 
with him. All that was left was for the judge to 
announce the order of the winners -- from fourth 
to first. 

Eileen and I stood up. We had been hiding behind 
a concession stand this time. The judge had a 
puzzled look on his face, like he had misplaced 
something. He glanced at the 24 dogs that had 
not been picked and pointed at Croi. 

There was hush in the room. This was not 
supposed to happen. The professional breeders 
and handlers knew the other dogs. They had no 
idea where Croi was from or why the judge had 
done a second take and picked a completely 
unknown quantity as a finalist. 

"Fourth," the judge pointed at Croi. Eileen and I 
just stared at each other. We weren't sure what 
had happened. Very soon we were surrounded by 
a small group of professional handlers and 
breeders who were congratulating us on, what 
was to them, a stunning upset. One of them 
grabbed Eileen by the arm and asked, "Do you 
have any idea what a win this is?" No, we didn't. 
Fourth place wasn't even a "win" -- was it? 

Once it all sank in, we were not in the least 
surprised. We had seen Croi run, and retrieve, 
and leap into the water almost like an angel in 
flight. Our dog loves life -- maybe because he has 
had to fight so hard to keep it. And, after all, his 
name is "heart." (End Note 3.) 
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End Notes 

1 Parvo is contracted by contact with the feces of infected dogs or from the virus that remains in the earth from the infected feces. 
The virus can live in the ground for months and is almost impossible to eliminate once it is in the earth. Unless the ground is 
sterilized, the virus can last outside from four to eight months -- depending on the amount of sunlight that hits the infected area. 
Direct exposure to sunlight eventually eliminates the virus. The virus is deadly for puppies that have yet to be inoculated or that 
have been weaned and do not have access to the mother's antibodies. If untreated, the contagion kills 90% of at risk-puppies. 
There is a window of vulnerability for puppies from about five to nine weeks -- the time between being weaned and being 
inoculated. 

2 Treatment for the parvovirus is expensive; it costs several thousand dollars, and the aggressive nature of the treatment can 
radically change the personality of the puppy. At a critical stage in its development, the poor little creature is locked in a cage for 
several days while fluids are pumped into its veins. This happens at exactly the time the puppy should be learning his place in the 
litter's pecking order, starting his house training, preparing to be separated from his litter, etc. The behavioral problems can be 
severe. They were in Croi's case. 

3 Picture courtesy of Randy Roberts and Robert's Photos. 
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